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ABSTRACT
The wide availability of user-contributed content in the online social media
facilitates aggregation of people around common interests, worldviews, and narratives. But
over the years, internet being the source of information also becomes the source of
misinformation. As people are generally awash in information, they can sometimes have
difficulty discerning misinformation propagated on web platforms from truthful
information. They may also lean heavily on information providers or social media
platforms to curate information even though such providers do not commonly validate
sources. In this project, we primarily focus was on political news and propose a hybrid
model to detect misleading news. We use different modalities including news content
(headline, body, and associated image), source bias and social network of users who spread
the news to detect whether the news is misleading or factual.
We study the relationship between the publisher bias and news stance and show
that hyperpartisan news sources are more likely to spread misleading stories than other
sources. Also, we demonstrate that it is not necessary to analyze the news content to detect
misleading news, but using features such as publisher bias, user engagements, and images
related to the news can achieve comparable performances (AUROC of 0.90 vs. 0.88 and
average precision of 0.79 vs. 0.78).
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
According to the Oxford dictionary, misinformation is “false or inaccurate
information, especially that which is deliberately intended to deceive”. These days, the
massive growth of the Web and social media has provided fertile ground to consume and
quickly spread the misinformation without fact-checking. Misinformation can assume
many different forms such as vandalism [6], spam [50], rumors [8], hoaxes [51], clickbait,
counterfeit websites, fake product reviews [7], fake news [23], etc.
Fake news is low-quality news that is created to spread misinformation and mislead
readers. The consumption of news from social media is highly increased nowadays so as
spreading of fake news. According to the Pew research center [9], 64% of Americans
believe that fake news causes confusion about the basic facts of current events. A recent
study conducted on Twitter [10] revealed that fake news spread significantly more than
real ones, in a deeper and faster manner and that the users responsible for their spread had,
on average, significantly fewer followers, followed significantly fewer people, were
significantly less active on Twitter. Also, human behavior contributes more to the diffusion
of fake news than the real news especially when the news conforms to their preexisting
attitudes and beliefs. Moreover, bots are equally responsible for spreading real and fake
news, and then the considerable spread of fake news on Twitter is caused by human
activity.
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The volume of misleading news in social media has grown in popularity in recent
years. In 2017, the Pew Research Center found that 67% of American adults (ages 18+)
get news from social media, which was a 5% increase since 2016 [11]. An analysis of news
leading up to the 2016 election conducted by BuzzFeed, found that there was more
engagement with the leading misleading news stories than real news stories [12]. Thus,
news is becoming more accessible and widespread than ever before. However, the spread
of information has also contributed to the spread of misleading news which has fostered
the advancement of various methods to determine the validity of news. One such method
is developed upon evaluating linguistic attributes such as features determining readability
and lexical information [21, 16, 30]. These methods often mimic that of what would
generally be considered the most effective of all: reading through news the purpose of
evaluating their accuracy. However, with the spread of misleading news it is unlikely if not
impossible for everyone to spend large quantities of time reading through multiple
newspapers and sources. Additionally, in a recent study, Gabielkov et al. [13] found
evidence that the number of news shares is an inaccurate measure of actual readership.
Thus, people are immersed in information across social media which is often shared
without users reading and considering the validity of content thus leading to possible
consequences of its diffusion. The impact of fake news diffusion is huge, it affects news
media ecosystem, cause political damage, influences social media marketing and also
impairs individuals’ opinions. According to the Pew research center [9], 64% of Americans
believe that fake news cause confusion about the basic facts of current events. In the
same Pew survey, 23% of respondents admitted to sharing fake news, while 14% said they
shared an article knowing it was fake. Even Oxford dictionary selected “post-truth” as its
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word of the year 2016. According to a 2016 Gallup poll [3], trust in mass media among
Americans has plummeted to 32 percent, an all-time low from 72 percent in 1976.
Thus, in this project, we use machine learning techniques to develop a hybrid model
to detect fake news. To the best of our knowledge, we analyze all the news data available
including headline, body content, associated image, social network of the users who spread
the fake news and source bias, for misleading news detection. Interestingly, our analysis
highlights a correlation between publisher political bias and its credibility. In fact, by
analyzing information collected from mediabiasfactcheck.com, “the most comprehensive
media bias resource on the Internet”, we showed that hyperpartisan news sources are more
likely to spread misleading stories than other sources. Moreover, we find out that we can
avoid to “read” the news to determine its veracity, as considering publisher bias, user
engagements, and images related to the news can achieve comparable performances
(AUROC of 0.90 vs. 0.88 and average precision of 0.79 vs. 0.78).
The remainder of this document is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses about
the related work that was done previously for fake news detection. Chapter 3 provides a
brief description on the dataset and discuss the techniques used in the data collection
process from mediabiasfactcheck.com website. Chapters 4 and 5 describe the methods to
extract features from various aspects of the news and the experiments for different
combination of these features to detect misleading news. Chapter 6 concludes the report
discussing the efficiency of the hybrid model and suggest directions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
To detect misleading news, many works have considered news content (headline,
body, image), the social network between the users and their social engagement (share,
comment, and discuss given news), or a hybrid approach that considers both (see [17, 23]
for a survey). The survey Shu, et al. (2017) [23], precisely gave definitions about the fake
news and provided the complete review of methods to detect fake news on social media.
The paper characterized the fake news by comparing different theories and properties in
both traditional news media and social media. Existing algorithms to detect fake news on
traditional media depends on only the news content. These methods are ineffective for the
case of social media and therefore, leveraging this problem with extra social context
auxiliary information helps to detect fake news more efficiently.
News content-based features include both linguistic features extracted from the text
of the news, metadata-based features such as news source (author and/or publisher),
headlines, etc., and visual-based features extracted from images and videos associated with
the news. For instance, Seyedmehdi and Papalexakis [20] proposed a solution based on
extracting latent features from news article text via tensor decomposition to categorize fake
news as extreme bias, conspiracy theory, satire, junk science, hate group, or state news.
Potthast et al. [24] used the writing style of the articles to identify extremely biased news
from the neutral one by using the techniques called unmasking. This study used a dataset
com- posed of 1,627 articles from a Buzzfeed dataset. Features such as n- grams, stop
words, parts of speech and readability were considered in this study. Although there was
higher accuracy in determining the mainstream articles vs. hyperpartisan (0.75 accuracy
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based on stylistic features and 0.71 for topic) the research was limited in deciphering
between real and fake news (only a 0.55 accuracy for style and 0.52 for topic).
Horne and Adali [21] considered both news body and headline for determining the
validity of news. They included three datasets: a dataset created by Buzzfeed leading to the
2016 US elections, one created by the researchers containing real, fake and satire sources,
and a third dataset containing real and satire articles from a previous study. Based on textual
features extracted from body and headline, they found out that the content of fake and real
news is drastically different as they were able to obtain a 0.71 accuracy when considering
number of nouns, lexical redundancy (TTR), word count, and number of quotes. Further,
the study found that fake titles contain different sorts of words (stop words, extremely
positive words, and slang among others) than titles of real news articles resulting in a 0.78
accuracy. Pérez-Rosas et al [16] collected two new datasets, the FakeNewsATM dataset
covering seven different news domains (education, business, sport, politics, etc.) and the
Celebrity dataset regarding news on celebrities. They analyzed the news body content only
and achieved an accuracy up to 0.76 in detecting misleading content. They also tested cross
domain classification obtaining poor performances by training in one dataset and testing in
the other one, but better accuracies (ranging from 0.51 to 0.91) in training on all but the
test domain in the FakeNewsATM dataset.
Images in news articles also play a role in misleading news detection [34, 18, 19,
25]. Fake images are used in news articles to provoke emotional responses from readers.
Images are the most eye-catching type of content in news; a reader can be convinced of a
claim by just looking at the title of the news and the image itself. So, it’s crucial to include
image analysis in fake news detection techniques.
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For instance, Jin et al. [33] used only visual and statistical features extracted from
news images for microblogs news verification and obtained an accuracy of 0.83 on an
image dataset collected from Sina Weibo on general news events. More recently, Wang
et al. [29] proposed a deep-learning based framework to extract features from both text
and image of the news that are not related to specific events to detect misleading content.
Their results show an accuracy value ranging from 0.71 on a Twitter dataset to 0.82 on
Sina Weibo.
Social context-based features consider (i) the profile and characteristics of users
creating and spreading the news (e.g., number of followers/followees, number of posts,
credibility and the reliability of the user) also averaged among all the users related to
particular news, (ii) users’ opinion and reactions towards social media posts (post can
potentially contain fake news), (iii) various type of networks such as friendship networks,
co-occurrence networks (network formed based on the number of posts the user write
related to the news), or diffusion network where edges between users represent information
dissemination paths among them.
Kim et al. [27] propose methods to not only detect the fake news but also to prevent
the spread of fake news by making the user flag fake news and used reliable third-parties
to fact check the news content. They developed an online algorithm for this purpose, so it
works at the time of user spreading the fake news thus preventing it from spreading. Jin et
al. [28] developed a method for detecting fake news by using the users’ viewpoints to find
relationships such as support or oppose and by building a credibility propagation network
by using these relationships. Users on social media inclined to network with like-minded
people and then they receive and share the news that promotes their interests/beliefs which
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will result in echo chamber effect. So, extracting these network-based features by creating
different kinds of network such as stance, co-occurrence, friendship, and diffusion
networks help to infer network pattern to identify the fake news.
The stance network has nodes and edges with nodes representing the posts related
to the news and the edge indicating the weight of the similarity of the viewpoints. The cooccurrence network is built based on the user engagements by counting the number of posts
the user-authored related to the news. The friendship network represents the network
pattern of the followers and followees of the user who posts related to the news. The
diffusion network tracks the information diffusion path between the users. Network metrics
such as degree and clustering coefficients are used to characterize the diffusion and
friendship network. Wu and Liu [31] used the way news spread through the social network
to find the fake news. They used graph mining method to analyze the social network and
recurrent neural networks to represent and classify propagation pathways of a message.
Finally, hybrid methods combine the two previous approaches. For instance,
Ruchansky et al. [32] used temporal behavior of users and their response and the text
content of the news to detect the fake news. They proposed the CSI model (Capture, Score,
and Integrate) to classify the news article. Fairbanks et al. [37] show that a content-based
model can identify publisher political bias while a structural analysis of web links is enough
to detect whether the news is credible or not. Shu et al. [36] exploited both fake news
content and the relationship among publishers, news pieces, and users to detect fake news.
Regarding clickbait detection specifically, Chakraborty et al. [41] build
personalized automatic blocker for clickbait headlines by using a rich set of features that
use sentence structure, word patterns, N-gram features, and clickbait language. Their
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browser extension ‘Stop-Clickbait’ warns users for potential click- baited headlines.
Potthast et al. [39] used Twitter datasets to identify messages in social media that lead to
clickbait. They gathered tweets from various publishers and constructed features based on
teaser message, linked web page, and meta information. Anand et al. [38] used three
variants of bidirectional RNN models (LSTM, GPU, and standard RNNs) for detecting
clickbait headlines They used two different word embedding techniques such as distributed
word embeddings and character-level word embeddings. Chen et al. [42] examined a
hybrid approach for clickbait detection by using text-based and non-text-based click baiting
cues. While textual cues use text-based semantic and syntactical analysis, non-textual cues
relate to image and user behavior analysis.
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CHAPTER 3
DATASETS
In this chapter, we discuss the lack of a large-scale misleading news dataset
(especially in the political domain) and present the datasets used in this project, namely the
FakeNewsNet dataset and a new dataset containing publisher bias and credibility details
crawled from the MediaBias/FactCheck website.
3.1 Available Datasets and Limitations
There exist several datasets containing political news that have been used for fake
news detection, as shown in Table 1.
Table 3.1: Available datasets for misleading news detection.
Dataset

Size

Text

BuzzFeedNews [20]

1,627

✓

Horne and Adali DS1 [11]

71

✓

Horne and Adali DS2 [11]

225

✓

Pérez-Rosas et al [18]

480

✓

FakeNewsNet [24]

384

✓

Images

✓

The BuzzFeedNews dataset contains news regarding the 2016 U.S. election
published on Facebook by 9 news agencies. This dataset labels 356 news articles as leftleaning and 545 as right-leaning articles, while 1264 are mostly true, 212 are a mixture of
true and false, and 87 are false. Horne and Adali used two datasets in their paper [21]. The
first dataset, DS1, contains 36 real news stories and 35 fake news stories, while the second
one, DS2, contains 75 real, misleading and satire news (75 for each category). The main
drawback of these two datasets is that labels are assigned according to the credibility of the
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news source, instead of via fact-checking. However, a news source can have mixed
credibility and publish both factual and misleading information. Pérez-Rosas et al [16]
collected a dataset of 480 news where 240 are fact-checked real news belonging to six
different domains (sports, business, politics, etc.) and 240 are fake news collected via
crowdsourcing, i.e. they asked to AMT workers to write a fake news item based on one of
their real news item and by mimic journalist style. FakeNewsNet [35], described in Section
3.2, is the only state-of-the-art dataset containing information beyond the news content
modality and in the political domain. With the importance and relevance, this dataset was
used to conduct the analysis in this project. As Table 1 shows, there is generally limited
availability of large-scale benchmarks for fake news detection as collecting labels requires
fact-checking, which is a time-consuming activity. As reported in [23], other datasets have
been used for related tasks, but they are not suitable for our analysis as they do not contain
proper news articles. For instance, LIAR [40] contains human- labeled short statements,
while CREDBANK [47] contains news events, where each event is a collection of tweets.
Finally, the MediaEval Verifying Multimedia Use benchmark dataset [43] used in [29]
contains images and tweets instead of news articles.
3.2 FakeNewsNet Dataset
The FakeNewsNet dataset consists of details about the news content, publisher
information, and social engagement information [35]. The ground truth labels are collected
from journalist experts such as Buzzfeed and the fact-checking website Politifact. The
dataset is divided into two networks as Buzzfeed and Politifact and the news contents are
collected from Facebook web links. Dataset included all the downloaded available images
related to the news in this dataset. The publishers’ bias is retrieved from the dataset
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described in the next section. In this work, the news from both Politifact and Buzzfeed
were merger to have a larger dataset to work with. After cleaning the dataset from missing
news bodies or headlines, there were a total of 384 news, 175 misleading and 209 factual.
3.3 MediaBias/FactCheck Dataset
In order to exploit the partisan information of the news source, we crawled the
website mediabiasfactcheck.com, whose main goal is to educate the public on media bias
and deceptive news practices. This website contains a comprehensive list of news sources,
their bias and their credibility of factual reporting score. Here, the publisher political bias
is defined by using seven degrees of bias: extreme-right, right, right-centered, neutral, leftcentered, left, and extreme-left.
The factual reporting score of all the news sources were collected under five
categories: Left bias (moderately to strongly biased to- ward liberal causes), Left-center
(slight to moderate liberal bias), Least (minimal bias), Right-Center (slightly to moderately
conservative in bias), and Right bias (moderately to strongly biased toward conservative
causes). The credibility score of these publishers falls into three categories: Very high
(which means the source is always factual), High (which means the source is almost always
factual) and Mixed (which means the source does not always use proper sourcing or
sources to other biased/mixed sources). The publisher bias was also collected under the
category Questionable Sources which contains extremely biased publishers mainly doing
propaganda and/or writing misleading news. The number of publishers in each category
considered is reported in Figure 1 and there is a total of 1,783 publishers. The relationship
between the source bias and its credibility is analyzed in Section 4.3.
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Figure 1: Number of publishers per category in the MediaBias/FactCheck dataset.

Figure 2: Publisher credibility per bias and bias distribution within questionable
sources in the MediaBias/FactCheck dataset.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODS TO EXTRACT FEATURES
In this chapter, we describe in detail the set of features used in the experiments to
detect misleading political news. We consider five different modalities, namely news
content, headline, news description, images, source bias, and social.
4.1 Textual Features
To analyze text content, we use the following groups of features, and these features
are computed for both the news body content and news headline.
4.1.1 Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (Tf-Idf)
In this work, a tf-idf is used to represent text, where each word is
represented by its score to express the importance of the word in a corpus based on how
frequently the word appears in the document and also how many other documents contain
that word. We preprocessed the text by applying Stemming and punctuations and stopword removal. A basic tf-idf scoring function is available in Eq. 4.1.

𝐶𝐶

tf-idfw,di,D = �|𝑑𝑑𝑤𝑤|� . log �
𝑖𝑖

|𝐷𝐷|

�

1+|𝑑𝑑∈𝐷𝐷 ∶ 𝑤𝑤∈𝑑𝑑|

(4.1)

The first term represents the term frequency (tf) of the word w, which is the ratio
of the number of occurrences of the word (𝐶𝐶𝑤𝑤 ) to the total number of words in the document
(|𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 |). The second term is the inverse document frequency (idf) which boosts the more

informative words and diminish the impact of frequently used words likes articles,
pronouns. The idf is computed by taking the logarithm of the total number of documents
in the corpus (|D|) divided by the number of documents with the word offset by 1 to avoid
0 denominators (1 + |d ∈ D: w ∈ d|). The words that appear in almost all the documents
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will have an idf close to 0 and the words that appear in only select documents will have
larger idf values, thereby increasing their tf-idf weights.
4.1.2 Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
LIWC is a transparent text analysis tool that counts words in psychologically
meaningful categories. LIWC 93 measures were used for analyzing the cognitive, affective,
and grammatical processes in the text. To examine the difference between the factual and
misleading news writing style, the LIWC features are divided into four categories:
Linguistic, Punctuation, Psychological, and Summary [44].
Linguistics features refer to features that represent functionality of text such as the
average number of words per sentence and the rate of misspelling. Thus, total function
words as well as negations under this category were chosen.
Punctuation features are used to dramatize or sensationalize a news story which
can be analyzed through types of punctuation used in the news such as Periods, Commas,
Colons, Semicolons, Question marks, Exclamation marks, Dashes, Quotation marks,
Apostrophes, Parentheses, and Other punctuation.
Psychological features target emotional, social process and cognitive processes.
The affective processes (positive and negative emotions), social processes, cognitive
processes, perceptual processes, biological processes, time orientations, relativity, personal
concerns, and informal language (swear words, nonfluencies) can be used to scrutinize the
emotional part of the news.
Summary features define the frequency of words that reflect the thoughts,
perspective, and honesty of the writer. It consists of Analytical thinking, Clout,
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Authenticity, Emotional tone, Words per sentence, Words more than six letters, and
Dictionary words under this category.
4.1.3 Readability
Readability measures how easily the reader can read and understand a text.
Text complexity is measured by using attributes such as word lengths, sentence lengths,
and syllable counts. The popular readability measures were used in the analysis: Flesh
Reading Ease, Flesh Kincaid Grade Level, Coleman Liau Index, Gunning Fog Index,
Simple Measure of Gobbledygook Index (SMOG), Automatic Readability Index (ARI),
Lycee International Xavier Index (LIX), and Dale-Chall Score. Higher scores of Flesch
reading-ease indicate that the text is easier to read and lower scores indicate difficult to
read. Coleman Liau Index depends on characters of the word to measure the
understandability of the text. The Gunning Fog Index, Automatic Readability Index,
SMOG Index, Flesh Kincaid Grade Level are algorithmic heuristics used for estimating
readability that is, how many years of education is needed to understand the text. DaleChall readability test use a list of words well-known for the fourth-grade students (easily
readable words) to determine the difficulty of the text.
4.2 Image Features
To analyze the image associated with the news, the state-of-the-art deep-learning
based technique were used to extract features from the images.

4.2.1 NeuralTalk2
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NeuralTalk2 is an efficient image captioning model, coded in Torch that runs on
GPU. It is similar to the original NeuralTalk, but this model implementation is batched,
uses Torch, runs on a GPU, and supports CNN finetuning. All of these together result in
quite a large increase in training speed for the Language Model (~100x). NeuralTalk2
model is based on a novel combination of Convolutional Neural Networks over image
regions, bidirectional Recurrent Neural Networks over sentences, and a structured
objective that aligns the two modalities through a multimodal embedding. Then they
designed a Multimodal Recurrent Neural Network architecture that uses the inferred
alignments to learn to generate novel descriptions of image regions. The models can be
trained using loadcaffe using VGGNet. But in this project, the pretrained model checkpoint
were used to extract a caption describing the image content from the images associated
with the news by using NeuralTalk2 [45], a pre-trained recurrent neural network that
summarizes the content of an image in a one sentence description. After that a tf-idf to
represent the text from these captions were computed and considered as an additional set
of features in the analysis.
4.3 Source Bias
Several studies in the field of journalism have theorized a correlation between the
political bias of a publisher and the trustworthiness of the news content it distributes [6, 9].
To validate this assumption, the relationship between the political bias of a news source
and its credibility were examined by analyzing the information about 1,785 publishers in
the MediaBias/FactCheck dataset. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the credibility score
per political bias category (from Left to Right) and the bias distribution in the questionable
sources. The plots show that when the news source is moderately to strongly biased (either
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conservative or liberal), then the source is more likely to publish misleading news than
other news sources that are more moderate and declared as left-centered, right-centered, or
neutral. Also, the Extreme- right (or strongly conservative) is the predominant bias among

the questionable sources. Thus, the news source bias was used as another feature in the
experiments.
4.4 Social Network Features
Social network features give useful information about users' social network, how
fast and deep the fake news propagate through these networks. Here we use the relationship
between the publishers and news, news and users, users and users to derive the veracity of
each of them. Then, the credibility score for a news is computing by modeling the problem
as a Markov Random Field (MRF) where we use the loopy belief propagation (BP)
algorithm [49] to conduct the inference. In general, the MRF approach treats each node as
a random variable and in our problem, we have three types of nodes publishers, news, and
users. The random variable for each node is represented as pi ∈ {0,1}, nj ∈ {0,1}, and uk ∈

{0,1} where 0 being not credible and 1 being credible and the output is a marginal
probability p(pi), p(nj), and p(uk) quantifying the belief that a node i belongs to class pi,
node j belongs to nj, and node k belongs to uk. The prior probability of each node can be
assigned and represented by the function ∅(pi), ∅(nj), and ∅(uk) that can be obtained from

our datasets. Given its bias, ∅(pi) gives information about whether the publisher is credible
or not. For example, for the Right bias, the prior probability that there is a higher chance
that the publisher is not credible as shown in Figure 2. For the left bias, even though the
probability of not credible is lower compared to right bias but the chance of being not
credible is higher compared to other biased publishers. The questionable sources are
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mostly from non-credible sources and maximum percentage of publishers are extreme right
biased.
With the lack of prior knowledge and information regarding the news and based on
the ground truth, the assumption was made that the news can be 50% chance of being
credible and 50% not credible. A new study from MIT [46] [10] proposed that the human
nature is responsible for the rapid spread of fake news than the true credible news. The
research work analyzed more than 100,000 news stories on Twitter as for how many total
tweets were posted and re-posted, time to reach the magnitude of engagement, and
verifying the account from where it is created. They have proved that the users who spread
fake news had significantly fewer followers, followed fewer people and less active on
Twitter. This study was used in this research work to infer the prior probability of the users
in the network by computing the in-degree, out-degree. These features representing number
of followers/followings were extracted using the graph mining library, SNAP [4], based on
the network between the users. These individual level features are used to infer the
credibility and reliability for each user spreading news in the social network.
The function 𝜓𝜓ij is a hyper parameter that determines the conditional probability

for each node and the credibility score can be measured for the edges using edge potential
function. The below tables show the choice of the affinity matrix 𝜓𝜓, for 𝜀𝜀 > 0, this choice

of 𝜓𝜓 assumes the correlation between the nodes. Table 4.1. Shows that if the publisher is
not credible then there is higher probability to publish fake news and low probability to
publish real news. Likewise, if the news is not credible then there is high probability that
the user spread that news is also not credible and low probability to spread good news as
shown in Table 4.2. Similarly, if the user is not credible then there is higher probability
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that the neighbor/friend users are also not credible and the same can be perceived from
Table 4.3.
Table 4.1: Edge Potential functions between the node publisher and news
𝜓𝜓(pi, nj)
0
1

0

1

1 − 𝜀𝜀

𝜀𝜀

𝜀𝜀

1 − 𝜀𝜀

Table 4.2: Edge Potential functions between the node news and users
𝜓𝜓(nj, uk)
0
1

0

1

1 − 𝜀𝜀

𝜀𝜀

𝜀𝜀

1 − 𝜀𝜀

Table 4.3: Edge Potential functions between the node users and users
𝜓𝜓(uk, uk)
0
1

0

1

1 − 𝜀𝜀

𝜀𝜀

𝜀𝜀

1 − 𝜀𝜀
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTS
In this work, each group of features described in the previous section was used in
input to a RandomForest classifier with 5-fold cross validation to compute the performance
of these features in classifying factual vs. misleading stories. Results are reported in Table
5.3 according to Area Under the ROC curve (AUROC), F1- measure, and Average
Precision (or area under the precision-recall curve) and discussed in the following. The
class weighting was used to deal with class imbalance. The experiments also included
classification using linear SVM classifier with L2 regularization (with 5- fold cross
validation) and the results are reported in Appendix. The results from both the classifiers
are compared and found that RandomForest classifier performed better with these features.
5.1 News Body Content
The first modality analyzed is the news body content. Here, tf-idf features achieves
the best results (0.888 AUROC, 0.811 F1-measure and 0.781 average precision). Next, the
LIWC features is the second-best group of features. Among them, the psycho-linguistic
features are the most important groups of features, achieving comparable performances.
After LIWC, the readability features do not seem to separate well misleading news from
factual ones in this dataset. The misleading news have higher frequencies of psychology
related words such as personal concerns (death), relativity (motion), social (family and
affiliation), and biological processes. The language used has more tentative words evoking
uncertainty, more informal and more swear words. In contrast, factual news is harder to
understand (higher Flesh Kincaid and Gunning Fog values), have higher risk related words,
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less anger, and more sad words. There are more parentheses in factual news which were
used to indicate additional content providing more evidence of the news.
5.2 News Headline
Among all the features considered to analyze the news headline, it is shown that all
the LIWC features combined is performing the best according to all the measures (e.g.,
AUROC of 0.791) and after that tf-idf with AUROC of 0.733 works better. Regarding
punctuations, misleading headlines have more occurrences of the dot, exclamation mark,
and semi-column (which may indicate they are packing many sentences in the news title).
According to readability level, factual headlines are more complex to understand and show
a higher Flesch-Kincaid score compared to misleading ones which have more tentative
words evoking uncertainty, more informal, and more swear words as seen in the news body
content. Overall, the analysis shows that factual political news headlines are more
professionally written compared to misleading one.
5.3 News Source Bias
The news source bias is a strong predictor for news credibility as it achieves an
AUROC of 0.884, 0.917 of average precision and F1-measure of 0.854. This result further
confirms the correlation between source bias and the credibility of the news it distributes.
It is worth noting that the publisher information is independent on the news labels as the
former is collected from MediaBias/FactCheck, while the latter from Buzzfeed and
Politifact.
5.4 News Image
The image associated with the news were used to determine the news validity and
found that the tf-idf features of image caption from NeuralTalk2 performs better and is
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comparable to news headline (0.743 of F1-measure, AUROC of 0.600, and average
precision is 0.725). Through a manual analysis of the images included in our datasets (see
Figure 3 for examples), trends in the images used in misleading news and real news became
apparent. One such trend was that real news articles included significantly more images
focused on a figure speaking whereas the misleading news articles contained more images
of people with only expressions on their faces. Further, the images in real news portrayed
more positive impressions than misleading news. A final note from the manual inspection
of our datasets was that the misleading news images were more likely to have been
photoshopped by placing two images together and such images were of lower quality than
the images from the real news datasets.

Picture 1: Examples of images associated with misleading (top) and factual (bottom)
news.

5.5 News Social Network
The social network features were used to compute a credibility score for each news
based on how users in the social network are sharing the news. In order to obtain the useful
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features from the social network, the prior probability for the news was set as 50% credible
and 50% not credible because of the lack of prior knowledge about the news.

Figure 3. In-degree & Out-degree and percentage of users’ distribution

The prior probability for each user was derived based on in-degree, out-degree, and
combining both degrees. The indegree and outdegree against the percentage of users in
each category was plotted. We plotted with all the users and also with users who spread
news more than 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 and the threshold to get the prior probability for each user
was set based on those histogram plots. The Figure 3 shows the indegree, outdegree and
percentage of users’ distribution with the users who spread news greater or more than 8.
We tried two different prior probabilities for publishers in our experiments, one with
derived from source bias and another with default prior as 50% for both being credible and
not credible.
The next step is to use sparse-matrix belief propagation [48], a modified form of
loopy belief propagation that encodes the structure of a graph with sparse matrices to infer
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the credibility score for each node. In this case, the focus is on pairwise markov random
fields that approximates the posterior marginals of each node. The different possibilities
were tried and tested such as combining bias and in-degree, out-degree, both the degree,
etc., by changing their prior probabilities to compute the credibility score using loopy belief
propagation. The experiments were also conducted with all the users and also with users
who spread the total news count greater than 6,7,8,9, and 10, to observe whether the users
simply creating noise by just spreading only one or two news. The metrics used to compute
the credibility score was AUROC and average precision and the results for the user who
shared more than 6 and 7 news are shown in Table 5.1 and 5.2 for BuzzFeed and PolitiFact
dataset. From this experiment, it is evident that the credibility score for users with different
news count was almost same with minor difference, and both indegree and outdegree
features are working for BuzzFeed dataset and indegree feature gives better results for
Politifact. The credibility score improves when we use publisher bias, but to combine with
other modalities we used the credibility score with the combination of total news greater
than 8 and both the degree for Buzzfeed that gives better results (0.722 average precision,
0.636 AUROC), and indegree for Politifact (0.513 average precision, 0.560 AUROC) to
avoid redundancy. Overall with all the modalities the results achieved are 0.880 AUROC,
0.858 F1-measure, 0.779 average-precision, that shows that exploiting social network
features will definitely improves in detecting misleading news. The credibility score is also
computed with 50% default prior probability for all the three nodes as shown in the table.

Table 5.1 Credibility Score for features with total news count spread by the user
greater than 6 and 7 (BuzzFeed).
Features

AUROC > 8

Avg.Precision > 8 AUROC > 9

Avg.Precision > 9
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Indegree

0.584

0.604

0.603

0.638

Outdegree

0.415

0.503

0.397

0.493

Both degree

0.636

0.722

0.648

0.738

All Default

0.500

0.506

0.500

0.506

Table 5.2 Credibility Score for features with total news count spread by the user
greater than 6 and 7 (PolitiFact).
Features

AUROC > 8

Avg.Precision > 8

AUROC > 9

Avg.Precision > 9

Indegree

0.560

0.513

0.558

0.511

Outdegree

0.441

0.446

0.442

0.448

Both degree

0.440

0.446

0.441

0.448

All Default

0.500

0.500

0.500

0.500

Table 5.3: RandomForest Classification results with multi-modal features.
Features

F1

AUROC

Avg.Precision

TF-IDF

0.811

0.888

0.781

Readability

0.642

0.682

0.629

News Content
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Punctuation (LIWC)

0.704

0.766

0.636

Linguistic (LIWC)

0.719

0.787

0.650

Psychological (LIWC)

0.711

0.799

0.646

Summary (LIWC)

0.673

0.725

0.604

All LIWC

0.761

0.836

0.691

All News Content

0.848

0.874

0.771

TF-IDF

0.663

0.733

0.644

Readability

0.539

0.560

0.565

Punctuation (LIWC)

0.644

0.727

0.644

Linguistic (LIWC)

0.660

0.725

0.605

Psychological (LIWC)

0.635

0.676

0.574

Summary (LIWC)

0.657

0.705

0.600

All LIWC

0.722

0.791

0.654

All Headline

0.845

0.816

0.752

0.743

0.600

0.725

Bias

0.854

0.884

0.917

Social Network

0.738

0.627

0.731

All

0.858

0.880

0.779

News Headline

Image
NeuralTalk2

5.5 Do we need to “Read”?
To address this question, “do we need to look at the news body content?”, we can
refer to Table 5.4. The headline, bias, image features, and social features are combined to
see if it further improves misleading news detection. Results show that specific set of
features are effective for categorizing political news articles as factual or not. The feature
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bias plays a crucial part in detecting misleading news and the second most important
feature is news headlines. Conversely, Horne and Adali [11] showed that the news headline
is more informative than the body content (78% vs. 71% of accuracy). The results show
that instead of “reading” the news article to figure out its validity, considering the metadata
of news such as headline, bias, social network, and image can achieve comparable or even
higher performances (0.90 AUROC vs. 0.88). Thus, looking at the news snippet by
considering the headline characteristics, checking the publisher bias and headline
keywords, and putting more attention on the associated images provides efficient tools for
detecting misleading news. If these signals can be thought to humans, we can hopefully
prevent people from massively spreading non-factual news through online social media.

Table 5.4: F1-measure, AUROC, and average precision results with combination of
bias, headline, image, and social features.
Features

F1

AUROC

Avg.Precision

Headline + Content + Bias + Image +
Social

0.858

0.880

0.779

Headline + Bias + Image + Social

0.865

0.901

0.786

Headline + Content + Bias + Image

0.860

0.879

0.777
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Headline + Content + Bias + Social

0.854

0.874

0.772

Headline + Content + Image + Social

0.854

0.826

0.766

Content + Bias + Image + Social

0.864

0.898

0.785

Headline + Bias + Image

0.858

0.895

0.778

Headline + Image + Social

0.852

0.828

0.757

Headline + Bias + Social

0.867

0.896

0.790

Bias + Image + Social

0.871

0.879

0.846
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this project, the relative importance of different news modalities (body, headline,
source bias, visual content, social network) were analyzed in detecting misleading political
news. In particular, the source bias has never been analyzed before, and our findings
demonstrate a strong correlation between political bias and news credibility. Moreover, it
is proved that it is not necessary to analyze the news body to assess its validity (which may
be time-consuming for the users), but comparable results can be achieved by looking at
alternative modalities including headline features, source bias, and visual content.
One of the main limitations is for sure the size of the dataset considered, but there
are no other currently available datasets containing all the information about the four
considered modalities. Thus, collecting a bigger dataset will be helpful to refine our
analysis as future work. Moreover, by extracting the sentiment from the news images one
can achieve better performance in analyzing misleading news, as the manual inspection of
the images in the dataset showed that images associated with misleading news are more
emotional than the ones of factual news. Also, we would like to test the cross-domain
efficiency of alternative news modalities as this has only been investigated for news body
content so far [18]. From the social network, we analyzed by estimating the user credibility
and network-based features such as diffusion network. It would be helpful to achieve better
results if we analyze user-based features such as user profiles, user opinions and also postbased features represent users’ social response in term of stance, topics, or credibility etc.
Moreover, it’s worth to explore effective features and models for early fake news detection,
as fake news usually evolves very fast on social media.
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APPENDIX A
Title of Appendix A
Table A.1

Linear SVM Classifier results with multi-modal features

Features

F1

AUROC

Avg.Precision

TF-IDF

0.818

0.875

0.791

Readability

0.585

0.639

0.596

Punctuation (LIWC)

0.671

0.708

0.606

Linguistic (LIWC)

0.684

0.729

0.620

Psychological (LIWC)

0.695

0.735

0.632

Summary (LIWC)

0.637

0.678

0.581

All LIWC

0.729

0.780

0.667

All News Content

0.812

0.773

0.794

TF-IDF

0.672

0.730

0.654

Readability

0.573

0.593

0.591

Punctuation (LIWC)

0.640

0.742

0.653

Linguistic (LIWC)

0.608

0.640

0.568

Psychological (LIWC)

0.607

0.628

0.573

Summary (LIWC)

0.551

0.555

0.529

All LIWC

0.675

0.720

0.626

All Headline

0.785

0.704

0.772

0.721

0.670

0.761

0.843

0.878

0.890

News Content

News Headline

Image
NeuralTalk2
Bias
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Social Network

0.444

0.538

0.690

All

0.814

0.797

0.802

Table A.2: F1-measure, AUROC, and average precision results with the
combination of bias, headline, image, and social features.

Features

F1

AUROC

Avg.Precision

Headline + Content + Bias + Image +
Social

0.814

0.797

0.802

Headline + Bias + Image + Social

0.817

0.809

0.796

Headline + Content + Bias + Image

0.824

0.803

0.805

Headline + Content + Bias + Social

0.814

0.802

0.802

Headline + Content + Image + Social

0.789

0.749

0.788

Content + Bias + Image + Social

0.833

0.826

0.821

Headline + Bias + Image

0.846

0.825

0.827

Headline + Image + Social

0.780

0.720

0.815

Headline + Bias + Social

0.835

0.821

0.814

Bias + Image + Social

0.835

0.873

0.876
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